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 Strong scaling performance for 1GB data 
movement from ALCF Intrepid Blue Gene/P. 
Strong scaling is critical as we move towards 
systems with increased core counts. 

 Co-visualization of a 3.3 billion element PHASTA 
simulation of an aircraft wing running on 160K cores of 
ALCF Intrepid Blue Gene/P using ParaView on 100 nodes 
of ALCF Eureka analysis cluster enabled by GLEAN. 

 GLEAN is a flexible and extensible framework  to facilitate simulation-time 
data analysis and I/O acceleration. 

 Features include: topology-aware data movement, asynchronous data 
staging and burst buffering, leverages application data models, scalable 
analysis algorithms and infrastructure (in situ, co processing, in flight). 

 Scaled to entire ALCF infrastructure (160K BG/P Intrepid cores), achieved 
multi-fold I/O improvement for FLASH, and demonstrated in situ analysis.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure on the Left:The figure compares the strong scaling performance of I/O mechanisms used traditionally in HPC, namely POSIX I/O and MPI Collective I/O, with GLEAN to move data from the BG/P compute nodes to the memory of BG/P IO nodes. The figure depicts the strong scaling performance of writing 1GB of data using the various mechanisms as we scale the number of BG/P cores from 256 cores to 64K cores (16 racks). Strong scaling performance  is critical as memory per core is decreasing as we move towards future systems. From the figure, we notice that at 64K cores, GLEAN achieves a 30-fold improvement over POSIX I/O and 400-fold improvement over collective I/O. This is primarily due to GLEAN’s Topology-aware data movement: (As interconnects are getting increasingly complex, BG/P and Cray systems are 3D torus, BG/Q is 5D torus, fully exploiting the topology is critical.For FLASH checkpoints at 32K cores, GLEAN is able to achieve a performance of 31GB/s - an observed speedup of 10-fold over current FLASH mechanisms (hdf5 and pnetcdf)Figure on the Right:Co-Visualization refers to simulation-time analysis and visualization performed on a dedicated set of nodes connected to the simulation by moving the regions of intererst to these nodes. This enables one to perform compute-intensive, memory-intensive, time-varying and exploratory analysis that are difficult to achieve in situ on the compute resource where the simulation runs.  We are working to identify and define these characteristics by working closely with applications, analysis and leadership-class systems.The team has been worked closely with PHASTA (massively parallel CDF code), an ALCF BG/Q early-science team working on CFD simulations in engineering in collaboration with Boeing, to enable co-analysis of the simulations with ParaView visualization toolkit. To achieve this, in GLEAN, we have been able to capture the unstructured grid of PHASTA and transform this on-the-fly to the VTK mesh required for ParaView. GLEAN has been able to successfully move data from the PHASTA simulation running on 160K cores of ALCF Intrepid Blue Gene/P system to  Paraview running on 100 Nodes of the ALCF Eureka data analysis cluster. Intrepid is connected directly to Eureka via a 1 Terabit/s interconnect. The figure depicts a slice of the PHASTA simulation running on 160K cores of Intrepid to understand the effects of an unsteady flow on an aircraft wing. This is important to help improve the design of aircrafts. 
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